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Even the youngest children can have an easy time learning the alphabet with this charming coloring

book. Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by an object whose name begins with that letter: for

example "A is for Apple." And the miniature format makes this book perfect for little hands.
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Pay close attention to the dimensions of the book; this book is tiny. I enlarged it on the copier by

quite a bit to create a usable-size (i.e., 8-1/2"x11") worksheet for my young students. Pre-schoolers

may have a hard time coloring the small pages, so I recommend that you enlarge them, too.

Otherwise, I agree with the other reviewer that it would make a nice party favor if it's not going to be

used for other purposes, like in a classroom to supplement an alphabet lesson.

On the left-hand page is a capital letter. On the right-hand page is a picture of an item with a name

starting with that letter.My only grievance is the binding on the book. I have had to mend several

pages which came loose. (...)

My 2-year-old not only liked to scribble in this, but would also just sit while I read it to her like a book:

"A is for Apple... B is for Bird..." After a while she would fill in the end of the sentence so I'd say "A is



for..." and she'd say, "Apple!" I had to buy a second one, because when we were coloring this one

together I found myself slightly disappointed when she would make black marks all over the

adorable drawings. So I got one for her to scribble in and one for me to color by myself and use as a

picture-book for her. She loves looking at them both and remembering which pages she colored and

which ones mama colored.The only bad part is that the books don't lie open on the floor; they have

to be held open by an adult, so this is a "together" project and not a "leave your child alone with

crayons" project unless your child is much older than toddler age, and by then your child's hands

may be bigger than would make these books enjoyable for him to hold! But if you want to be there

and read/color with your 2-3 year old I highly recommend this book as an enjoyable and educational

activity for both!

This book is TINY!

This little activity book makes a great party favor or small treat. My preschooler loves the little

activity books for long car rides as well.

Got this for my little boy who is learning his ABC's. He loves the pictures that he can color to match

his letters.Great for in the car, as its a MINI coloring book! It was defiantly worth the 1.75 for the add

on!

this coloring book is very tiny, like hand palm size. but that doesn't stop my daughter from loving it,

she loves her abc color book and whenever she gets in the coloring mood will open it up and begin

her scribbles. shes only 3 right now so shes still learning her letters, but having a fun book like this

that also shows pictures of items that she can recognize, that start with the same letter is very

helpful to her learning and she is having fun at the same time. I feel this was a great purchase for

the price, and I recommend it.

Not what I thought it was going to be. I like the size of this book for my little homeschoolers but was

disappointed at the detail of the letters and what they used for descriptions of the sounds of letters.

Since I teach my children all the sounds of one letter (for example "A" has three sounds), I am

looking more for a book that incorporates pictures that demonstrate those three sounds. If I could

have looked inside the book I would have known this right away. Also the book is literally 26 pages

for the alphabet, it doesn't repeat so it is almost a one time use coloring book!
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